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Chinese Economic Development in the Next 20 Years
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, Chinese economic development is discussed in detail. The 5 major strategies are
investigated thoroughly: 1) Speed-maintaining strategies. In this strategies, China must hold a suitable
high speed economic growth rate in order to fully use Chinese manpower and world economic
opportunities; 2)Healthy economy strategy. By designing and making all effective policies, China must
strive to keep Chinese economy in a healthy and controllable status. 3) Competiveness strategy. For
this strategy to be effective, China have to push up the RD mechanism to pave the way for technology
innovation and encourage companies to use and invent new skills and products to develop a higher
level living conditions for Chinese people. 4) People’s quality enhancement. To make Chinese
economy a high speed and competitive for a long run, it is vital to enhance Chinese people’s scientific
knowledge and skills, especially the modern information technology skills, in this way, Chinese
population will be a huge pool for the innovation not the obstacles. 5) Balanced development strategy.
All economic related factors must be balanced for a sustainable growth. In the context, the detail
procedures and methods are outlined and discussed.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
It is a well-known fact that China has made an economic miracle for the past 30 years with an average
more than 9.8% GDP growth rate. Now China is the second largest economy which past Japan in 2010.
But still China is a developing country with the average GDP per capita 6747$ of 2 thirds of the average
GDP per capita of the world which ranked as 84 in the world. China has a very long way to go for its
completion of the modernization era. The key success strategies for the past 30 years for China are: 1)
Free its economy. China has been striving to reshape its economic system to fulfill the free market
requirements by reducing government controlled planning economy; forming all kinds of merchandise,
capital and financial markets; releasing human resource potential; and enhancing people living standards,
etc. Now China is recognized by most of the countries of the world as a free market system. 2)
Participation the international markets. By integrating Chinese economy to the international economy
for foreign investors and traders, China keep exchange its goods and services for foreign investments to
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enhance its economic modernization level. As a matter of fact China now is the largest FDI country. 3)
Political system modernization.
Chinese government is striving to raise its governing efficiency by restructuring its government systems
although it is very long way to change for Chinese political system to be fully supportive for the
modernized free economy. 4) Information super high way revolution. By building up the high speed
information network, China can achieve two major goals: 1) Make its economic system more efficient, 2)
Open up people’s understanding the Chinese role in the world. This is a major way to keep Chinese people
up to the frontier of the fast changing world. With all this efforts for the past 30 years, now China is the
second largest economy in the world, but the bigger challenges are lying ahead: 1) The bigger the
economy, the harder the GDP grows. This year Chinese GDP growth rate is just 6.9% along the trends of
last year low growth rate of 7.4% which is lowest rate for the past 25 years, although it is still one of the
fastest economy in the world big economies. What are those key strategies for China to grow as fast as
it should be? 2) The system reform. Concentrating on the economic aspects, free economic reform must
keep pushing to the center part of the economy and all economic aspects. 3) With the oversaturation of
low level manufacturing industry and low growth rate of its population, Chinese needs more driving
forces to grow its economy. 4) Chinese people’s quality cannot sustain its economic growth for the long
run due to its low level education, culture, scientific and all other aspects of the its people’s quality. How
to sustain Chinese economic high growth for a long run is a huge challenge facing 1.3 billion Chinese
people and the world. This paper is striving to answer all these challenges.
The structure of this paper is as follow: the second part is to detail the strategies; the third part is the
conclusions.

2.0

THE STRATEGIES

2.1

SPEED-MAINTAINING STRATEGIES

In order to be successfully complete its run for the modernized economy, China must be able to maintain
a high growth rate [Figure.1]. The reasons are: 1）To release the potential of the biggest human resources
of the world, China needs to maintain a high level employment rate which needs Chinese economy to
grow a high speed around 7% at least. 2) The world is changing very fast, in order to grasp the best
opportunities since world II, China has to move fast before the world shifts its conditions. 3) To compete
for the world resource utilization, Chinese economy must be attractive to the foreign investors and
international resources, and the key is to keep Chinese economy as fast as it can be for the best return
of the foreign investments. 4) There are other big economies which are developing fast which will put a
pressure on Chinese economy to hold on a high speed growth rate in order to be a winner instead of a
loser of the century. The following are the objective approaches for this strategies.
Figure 1: Chinese GDP growth rate for the past 1978-2014 years with the average growth rate 9.8% per
year. There is an obvious slow down after 2008.
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a) MID-WEST-HOMOGENOUS
Due to historic reasons, Chinese eastern part is moving faster than its mid and western provinces. In
average, Chinese eastern part is 10 years ahead of the mid part of China and the mid part is 10 years ahead
of western part in the modernization level. But now Chinese eastern part is slowing down because its
completion of its infrastructure and information network. Also, the relative bigger GDP scope leads to
the eastern part growth rate slowing. To maintain the high speed, China must put more emphasis on mid
part of the country for the next 10 years which will compensate for the loss of the speed of the eastern
provinces. Also for the healthy growth of the whole economy, this is necessary. After mid provinces 10
years, the western part will provide another 10 years’ growth speed compensation to hold on China for
at least 20 years high growth rate around 8%. The eastern part can shift its low level manufacturing to the
mid and western with its concentration to the field for attracting more advanced foreign investments,
high tech manufacturing and services, and technology innovation markets.
b) COUNTY-LEVEL MANAGEMENT
After 20 years mid-western high speed development, the key growth point for Chinese economy will shift
to the county-level regional enhancement of the modernization for the next 40 years starting now.
Historically, China is a farmer-dominated country. Although eastern-mid-western can reach the same
level of the living standard after 20 years, but the countryside economy is still very much lagging behind.
In order to raise 0.8 billion Chinese farmers to the modern level of living conditions, China must use its
huge accumulated capital and technology power to complete industrialization of its countryside
economy and modernization of farmers’ living conditions. In this strategy, all counties can be regarded
as big cities, and all resources in each county must be coordinated and industrialized for the big city
people‘s life and work. This will take China another 40 years starting from now. After 40 years, China will
be fully developed as a modernized country. The eventual goal is toward a homogenous prosperity for
all Chinese people.
c) TECHNOLOGY DRIVING MECHANISM
As all we know, 60% growth for the world economy is from technology innovation，and the rest is from
the capital and labor growth. Chinese economy is mostly in the first phase of expansion by manufacturing
others ‘high tech products to earn a high growth rate. But with the modernization completion level
moving higher, it will be very hard to grow a high speed in that way. China needs to develop its own
research and development (RD) mechanism to create new markets to expand its economy further.
Chinese government must push all its universities to become research oriented institutions; encourage
all industries to form their own RD centers; facilitate the corporation between universities, RD centers
and enterprises,; protect people’s innovation; market RD resources; attract international innovation
resources; build up the solid engagement between Chinese and foreign high tech integration; educate
its people to higher level forming the pool of innovation.
d) INFRASTRUCTURE MODERNIZATION
Chinese infrastructure investment is a vital way to push its GDP growth rate to a higher level. But still
Chinese infrastructure is still not as good as it should be. For example, China can still make enormous
investment to build up the high speed train network between 340 big cities, construct airfield for all 3400
counties, complete its highway network for all 340000 villages and towns, finish all household
information super high way for 1.3 billion people, modernize all water flow channel networks and
reservoirs, building more better schools and hospitals, etc. Altogether, China has a huge investment job
to do for the next 20 years.

2.2

HEALTHY ECONOMY STRATEGY

To be sustainable for next 20 years or more, Chinese economy must be put into a healthy condition
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constantly. To be healthy, the economy must be a suitable speed around 8-7%; controllable CPI around 13%;unemployment rate sound around 3-5%;consumption, investment and export in suitable ratio[Figure
2]; all resources with a safe stock level. All other economic indicators must be good for the economy to
grow for a long run. In order to be heathy, Chinese economy must take the following procedures:
Figure 2: Chinese economic structure for 2012. The investment and consumption occupies around
50% each with investment little bigger. China’s goal is to increase the portion of the consumption to
60% around in next 20 years.
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a) COMPLETE LAWS FOR FREE ECONOMY
To protect a free economy, China needs to legalize all the rules for the economy, for example,
antimonopoly, anticorruption, prevent government control, protect private enterprises, protect the free
capital flows, facilitate international corporation, protect copyright and patent right, etc.
b) REDUCE GOVERNMENT INTERVENTION
Chinese economy is reformed from the government controlled planning economy, still now all level
governments are playing a big role in the country’s economy. How to reduce the government
intervention is still a challenge reforming task for China to complete. For example, the central
government enterprises are still in different positions from private enterprises in loaning, pricing,
competition, and management. How to wipe out these differences are the major direction for the
economic reforms. The house industry is another example to be free. Also, the government still controls
too many production factor prices which should be free to the market mechanism, such as oil, electricity,
gas, interest rates, exchange rates and so on. It is still a long way to go to modernize Chinese marketoriented economy.
c) WIPE OUT CORRUPTIONS
How to wipe out all kinds of corruption in Chinese economy is vitally important for China to be successful
for this century. Corruption causes many problems for the economy to be efficient, such as abuse powers,
wrong decisions, stupid investments, waste of the national resources, failure managements, etc.
Corruptions are mostly from the governing power monopoly due to old style Chinese governing
mechanism. One way to control corruptions is to go transparency of all money flows, another way is to
report personal properties to the supervision institutions. Although these are still a goal for China but it
has to be completed in order to control the corruption to the minimum level for a healthy economy.
d) ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT ENHANCEMENT
Healthy Chinese economy needs all enterprises to be healthy. Obviously, all enterprises must be managed
http://www.thejournalofbusiness.org/index.php/site
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well. China should learn from all other advanced countries for the high level enterprises management.
The education and training system must be enhanced for obtaining qualified management personnel;
the enterprise management selection process must be transparent and efficient; Chinese enterprise
management structures must be modernized to the level of the advanced country, such as USA; The
international competition must be encouraged and protected. Chinese enterprises should be able to
compete on the stage of the world eventually without any protection from the government.
e) DIVERSIFICATION
Chinese economy must be diversified through: 1) Encouraging foreign investors to participate Chinese
economy;2) Attracting all high level human resources from other countries; 3)Absorbing all other
countries’ advanced management ideas, thoughts, theories, etc. 4)Respect foreigners’ living styles,
languages, habits, cultures. 5) Facilitate the exchange of students with foreign countries. The
diversification can generate creative ideas and innovations. It will keep pumping new things into Chinese
economy for it to be energetic.
f) INTERNATIONAL ENGAGEMENT
International engagement is another way to keep China from lagging behind again. From history, each
every time China closes to the outside, Chinese people will lag behind the world and eventually get into
huge problems. China must form the engagement mechanism not just some examples. It is vital for China
to keep in the frontier of the world not the opposite. The engagement should include: 1) Education and
research exchange mechanism. By exchanging scholars and students, China can learn from other
countries. 2) Enterprise engagement. Attracting foreign capitals and human resources to China, at the
same time, China invest in foreign countries, which will lead the economic benefits to both sides and the
international competition. Especially, the latter should put pressures on those who are lagging behind
and wants to stop progressive movements. 3) People engagement. China should open to the foreign
people visit and living in China. Foreigners will bring new culture and thoughts to China which will be
heathy to Chinese economy development.
g) SUPPORTIVE CULTURE
Chinese culture is very old. It is supportive for old Chinese economic systems. But now, with
modernization，Chinese culture is lagging behind. Its ways of thoughts and innovations are not efficient.
China should look around the world, especially those advanced countries for the direction to modernize
its cultures, such as religions, science, habits, foods, learning, thoughts, relationships, communications,
movies, ideas, openness, and so on. China should absorbing other countries supportive culture for
innovation and openness, and rebuild a modernized new culture from its lovely old culture for a new
century.
If China can fulfil all these strategies, China economy will be very sustainable for a long high speed growth
in the next 20-40 years.

2.3

COMPETIVENESS STRATEGY

To compete on the world stage as the second largest economy, China must prepare itself as a strong
innovation center not just a manufacturing center of the world. Following methods are vital for this goal.
a) RD MARKETIZATION
To market RD, China is able to use the market mechanism to stimulate the RD growth. By marketing, RD
resources will be able to trade in the market, and RD products and technologies can be exchanged
through market. The first step is to make policies to force or encourage all enterprises to build up their
RD centers, and encourage all colleges to be integrated into enterprises. Therefore, through the capital
and human resources free flow, the RD resources will be raised and used to become the major way to
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drive Chinese economy to a higher level.
b) INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY BREAK THROUGH AND POPULARIZATION
The information technology is the new revolution for this century. It changes the ways of living and the
thinking styles of humankind. To be competitive in this century, China should be able to generate
breakthroughs and occupy a center role in the information technology field all the way for the whole
century. Also, Chinese people must be educated to handle and utilize the new information technology
for the enhancement of their life, work and business.
c) NEW TECHS
Besides information technology, there are all other technologies which are or become very important,
such as biotechnology, life technology, environmental technology, material technology, space
technology, etc. with enormous population in the world, China is sufficient to make big contributions to
all these new techs and use them to drive Chinese economy with a suitable speed ahead.
D) POOL OF HUMAN RESOURCES FORMATION
To be sustainable for a long run in the new century, China must form its own human resource pool, such
as college students, scholars, RD population, management personnel. Of course, through expanding the
old education system, reforming the universities to research oriented institutions, exchanging people
with foreign countries, attracting foreign scholars, China is going to build up sufficient human resources
for the completion of its modernization process for the new century.

2.4

PEOPLE’S QUALITY ENHANCEMENT

Most of Chinese people are farmers. Their education level is too low in average. In China, only one college
student for every 20 people. But in the United States, it is 1 for three people. It is almost 10 times lower
than USA. Not to say, the education system are too much lagging behind USA. People’s quality will decide
a nation’s potential for a long run growth of its economy. In order to raise the level of Chinese people’s
average quality, the following ways should be used.
a) SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE EDUCATION AND POPULARIZATION
The most important part of a people’s quality is the master of the scientific knowledge. To enhance
Chinese people’s scientific knowledge, the expansion of the education system must be taken. Although,
in China, the public funding universities are growing slow due to the shortage for the funds, but the
private schools can grow faster due to the sufficient funds for the private sectors. As a matter of the fact,
in the United States, the private universities are the most important part of USA education systems which
takes account of 60% of the college-level institutions. But in China it is only 5% from zero. Also, by building
up the popularization mechanism for the science, more and more people will get the scientific knowledge
for their living and working.
b) LEGAL HABITS FORMATION
Another important quality factor for Chinese people is the law knowledge. Most Chinese people are using
the old ways, such as power, relationships, relatives, etc. to protect their interests instead of laws. To
popularize law knowledge, such as, how to make laws, how to use laws, what law to use, where to get
help for law protection, people can be more rational and more orderly for their life and works. The
country will be more stable. The economic efficient will be higher and will lower risk. It will take a long
time to form the legal habits instead of the irrational ways for protection of rights.
C) CULTURE MODERNIZATION FOR OPENNESS AND INNOVATION
The third major factor for people’s quality is the openness and innovation ability. To form an environment
http://www.thejournalofbusiness.org/index.php/site
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for openness and innovation, China should seek the culture modernization. Through the information
super high way, and all level exchanges of the people with foreign countries, business engagements, and
participation in the international organizations, such the UN, APEC, AIIB, and G20, etc., Chinese people
should learn how to be open and innovative. Through long term diversification procedure as above
section, China will eventually form a new culture to support for the new era.

2.5

BALANCED DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES

In order to grow Chinese economy with a suitable high speed for a long term, China must take a balanced
development strategy: 1) Balance the urban and farming area development. The modernization
difference between this two areas must be balanced to be controllable. 2) Balance the income between
the poor and rich [Figure 3]. Policies must be made to raise the income of poor to narrow the gap
between this two. 3) Balance the culture and the economy. The culture should be modernized gradually
to be supportive for the economic development; 4) Balance the political system and economic system.
Political system also should be reformed to release the potential of the Chinese economy. 5) Balance the
openness and the national reform. The economic reform should be controllable and openness are
compatible with the national economic reform. ; 6) Balance the people’s quality and the country
modernization speed. Raising people’s quality is a long term task and it should be balanced with the
nation’s modernization steps in order to make a smooth movement to the modern era.
Figure 3: Chinese Gini coefficient, it shows Chinese income inequality is getting smaller although it is
still very big. The goal is to reduce the Gini coefficient to 0.35 or below in next 20 years.
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3.0 CONCLUSIONS
China is determined to be a completely modernized nation in the new century. The key for the goal to be
successful is that Chinese economy must be able to take a fast and healthy way to grow to the new levelthe innovation driving level. In about 10 years, China will become the world No.1 economy, but still there
is a long way to go for China to become the top real quality driving engine as discussed above. For the
next 20 years, the above strategies will lead China into a brand new level of its modernization era,
although in about 40 years, Chinese economy will have many jobs to finish. But as the world economic
leading engine, China should continue to exhibit a huge impact to the world economy in next 40 years.
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